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About This Game

"Portals... found buried on Earth. Who made them? We know not. Now we humble humans use them to travel to the stars."

Introduction

We have a new mission for you. Planet: Gliese 581 g. Tests indicate relative safety. Space suit will be required. Gravity 0.15g.
You will find oxygen bubbles in the atmosphere.

Beware of the fauna, stay alive and find a portal to come back for fame and glory!

Modifying the game

You can create new levels for the game or modify the existing ones and share with your friends. See the file MODIFY.html
included with the game.
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I played the originals over on Kongregate and I was thrilled when Cursed Treasure 2 appeared on Steam. The only reason this
thing isn't more widely considered a gaming classic is because the torrent of lesser games smothers gems like these. Highly
reccomended, very charming, very polished and loads of fun! If you've got to play one tower defense game in your life, this is
the one.. Warning: This game is not a "game" per se. It is more of a mildly interactive visual novel, made with RPG Maker. If
this is not your cup of tea, you might be disappointed. That's the reason behind many of the negative reviews, as far as I have
seen.

If you are ok with the play style, you will be rewarded with a nice story based on breaking the 4th wall.

The characters are well fleshed out through realistic dialogues (complete with some swearing and mild sexual themes) both
between themselves, and (for Clara, the protagonist) with you, the player.

Despite the cartoonish graphics it is actually more adult-themed, touching issues of relationships, existence and perspective.
Some of them are not as developed as I'd like to, but, then again, it's a $2, one man show game. I might be asking too much of it,
and the truth is that despite an occasional lack of polish or unanswered question, it was still a marvelous experience.

Clara, I hope that against all odds you are ok. *presses pinkie against screen*. F1 Race Stars is a great arcade racer with off the
wall collectable bonuses and power-ups or hazards. Great humour and flawless gameplay. In the tradition of Sonic All Stars
racing or Mario Kart ... but be warned, this one is on steroids. Controls are smooth and intuitive with full support for an X-Box
360 wireless game pad controller. This game is really fun to play and comes highly recommended!

9.5 / 10. Would recommend to some. Personally not for me.

Pros:
-Specific and interesting period in history seldom covered in PC gaming.
-Fairly good sound design.
-Pleasing graphics reminiscent of Cossacks and other early oughts RTS games (this game is not an RTS).

Cons:
-Clunky unpolished interface. Never really felt like I was actually controlling anything or hitting any buttons successfully.
-Contrived and inconsequential battles that don't seem to involve any real complexity beyond a chess-like counter system.

Overall - worth the price on sale. Perhaps the most keen of grumblers will prefer this title.. First person future sport type game
that plays smoothly and is a lot of fun - but as with many online multiplayer games, you probably need to bring your own
teammates and opponents rather than rely on pickup games as the game servers usually seem pretty empty.

The game is well designed - it is easy to pick up and play, and the concept is very simple - grab the ball and get near enough to
the enemy "basket" and take your shot. The opponents will be trying the same thing, and using their weapons to try and knock
you you off the platforms before you get there. While you are carrying the ball you can't shoot back, and have to rely on your
teammates clearing your path, or maybe a lot of like and well timed dodges.

The weapons in the game don't do damage they just push you, and there are a few variants - long range, medium range, and
area\/explosive types can be chosen at the start of each game, and you can switch between two modes for each as you like (in a
more focused\/powerful attack, or in more area affect but less impactful attack). You also have two different jump\/jet pack
modes - double jump and charged jump, that are attached to the weapon choices, although this could be annoying if your
preferred weapon mode is attached to a jump mode that doesn't suit your playstyle).

This leads to some fun and frantic gameplay where at any moment seemingly on the way to a certain score you can go flying
into the air and have to try and spot a landing, or maybe quickly try and adjust your aim and launch a "Hail Mary" before you
get too far from the basket before falling to your doom (and then respawning a few seconds later).

Scoring a goal gives the scorer a seed to plant, which has three options to chose from, out of a selection of bonuses such as
putting down a mortar or turret, a ramp making it easier to move towards the enemy basket, or a shield that covers most of the
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platform (possibly some more that I didn't notice). Each option also has a side effect of boosting the team stats a bit - making
you jump higher, run slightly faster, or have more control while in the air. While an interesting addition that can significantly
affect the later minutes of each game, it does seem like it makes games tend towards being more one sided as it means the team
that starts well and scores early get more advantages, and are more likely to keep extending their lead.. I bought this game in
spite of a lot of bad reviews because I thoroughly enjoyed The Initiate and The Initiate 2. Not listening to the reviews was a big
mistake.

Chapter 1 was enjoyable in spite of a lot of small bugs. Chapter 2 was kind of pointless but I managed to get through it fairly
quickly. Chapter 3 is completely unplayable for me. No explaination of what or how to do the "objectives." But after two
complete playthroughs, I was never able to stay alive long enough to figure it out.  The objective is to kill and "skin" some
animals. The animals would run in place for several seconds during which your bullets seemed to do no harm and then they
would finally bolt towards you when you would have to fire fast enough to kill them. Once killed, there seemed to be no way to
interact with them to get a skin. Meanwhile, you would suddenly be attacked from behind and even with a good starting health,
you are dead.

I posted to the forums about the problem but evidently anyone who had once been interested in the game is long gone.
Meanwhile, I had played too many hours (playing through twice) to get a refund.. this is game is pretty fun!. Marrakesh so far
proves to be potentially the most unique location in Hitman, taking place in an unconventional location. Despite this however,
Marrakesh is perhaps the most underwhelming of all the Hitman episode so far.

Marrakesh is a beautiful location. I haven't played a game that takes place in this location, so its a breath of fresh air to be able
to experience it. Despite this however, the presentation of Marrakesh is undermined by the lack of foreign accents or languages.
Despite being native citizens, nearly everyone in Marrakesh speaks with an American accent in English, which can be
immersion breaking, and be hard to separate the characters from previous episodes. The style of the location, with the market
place, school and embassy makes Marrakesh graphically fantastic however.

Marrakesh has you once again assassinate two targets; an army general named Raza Zaydan, and former Swedish CEO Claus
Hugo Strandberg. While both targets have their fair share of back-story to make them seem despicable, they're no where near as
creative or deep as the targets from Sapienza. There is still great context for killing both targets however, giving a purpose to
why you are killing these targets. There is a handful of ways to assassinate each target, perhaps the least of the episode so far,
but still pretty decent. My favourite is disguising yourself as a Masseur, giving one of the targets a massage before snapping
their neck. Marrakesh is probably one of the more difficult Hitman episodes, but if you know what you're doing you can ace it
in no time.

The story is still pretty crap though, while it absolutely is getting a bit more interesting, it's all still too vague to be interested in.

Marrakesh fails to be the best episode of the season so far, comparing it to Sapienza or Paris makes it seem laughable. Despite
this however, Marrakesh is absolutely worth your time, and may keep you busy for a long time until the next episode arrives
brimming with new content.. Great game, first game I have played in the series and I love everything I have seen so far!
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Install > Play > Exit Game > Unistall

The quickest way to farm Steam achievements! Only purchase this game for achievements! Does not have any real gameplay!.
yeah he's preti gud. Amaizing 2D RPG
add kawaii 2D girls and game will be perfect. I loved the Saint and TPO what a great addition to the GWR collection. Great
value with the TPO added to the pack. First drive just had to be from Kingswear to Newton Abbot as you have a great hill climb
and some high speed running. The loco feels very much like the halls and grange but with a good turn of speed. The TPO set
would of been nice with a few more coaches just to work the engine on the climb. The loco is visually stunning and steams and
handle as you would expect from Victory works. The sounds are great and add to the realism of the driving experience. I found
the safety valves are very loud and can spoil the experience a bit. Keeping them from lifting after a hard climb is a work in
progress. Stunning engine and with the TPO hard to top for value. Look forward to adding the TPO equipment and see the
coaches in action. The Paddington to Penzance mail will be a scenario soon.. The game looks like it would be fun... I wouldn't
know though because there is no one online playing nor are there bots. From what I've been seeing the devs bailed.. (Don't know
for sure if thats true)
. Decent fighting game with a god story line. The trophies are easy enough to get, with a couple exceptions. The patch add some
nice outfits, but plays the same without.
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